2021 COHORT

20 TEAMS
52 STUDENTS
58% MALE
42% FEMALE
2.6 AVERAGE TEAM SIZE

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED

AGRICULTURE ARCHITECTURE AUTOMOTIVE BIOTECH DIGITAL CONTENT FAMILY CARE FASHION FINTECH FITNESS FOOD AND RESTAURANTS HEALTH & BEAUTY HEALTHCARE HUMAN RESOURCES ONLINE MARKETPLACES PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROSTHETICS SUPPLY CHAIN

BOARD MEMBERS

148 TOTAL BOARD MEMBERS
42% FEMALE
58% MALE

DEGREES

11 non-MIT
4 Wellesley UG
1 Post-Doc
8 PhD
10 Undergraduates
18 Masters

SCHOOLS

18 Engineering
4 Wellesley
2 Architecture + Planning
14 Management
11 non-MIT
2 Humanities
1 Sciences